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TRUMP
WINS
PRESIDENCY
by Zach Jones
He says America will come
together as never before.
Billionaire
Republican
presidential
candidate
Donald J. Trump clenched
the presidential election
victory on Tuesday and
will become the 45th president of the United States
of America, stunning critics and data analysts alike
after campaign-end polls
predicted that Democratic
photo by Michael Fuller candidate Hillary Clinton
would narrowly win the
contest.

LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN FIRE
by Anne Fuller

is slowly backing down
the mountain in an area
A brush fire continues to inaccessible to crews and
spread across the Lookout equipment.
Mountain ridge in Dade
County and has consumed Containment lines have
183 acres as of Monday, been installed around
Nov. 7.
all structures both at the
top and at the base of
The fire originated from the mountain. No evaca campfire Friday morn- uations orders have been
ing on Nov. 4 and quick- issued and all local resily spread across 80 acres, dents remained at home.
encouraged by the low hu- When asked whether the
midity and windy and dry fire could travel towards
conditions in the after- the college and residential
noon, said Patricia Stock- area, Stockett said the diett of the Georgia Forest- rection of the fire will be
ry Commission. Stockett dictated by the prevailsaid the fire is being mon- ing winds and available
itored, and while there is fuel. The Georgia Forestno rapid spread, the fire ry Commission Crews are

continuously monitoring
the fire’s behavior and the
weather, and are ready
to act if changes occur.
Stockett warned locals to
be mindful of the smoke
produced by the Lookout
fire and several other fires
in Alabama and Tennessee.

BASKETBALL PLAYERS TO
KNEEL DURING ANTHEM

alongside Dryden after
much conversation and
reflection. Not all agreed
to follow the gesture, but
the rest of the team will
lay their hands on their
kneeling teammates.

by Kristie Jaya
Four Covenant Basketball
athletes will kneel during
the national anthem this
season in a protest against
racial oppression.
The protest began when
football quarterback Colin Kaepernick sat down
and later kneeled during
the national anthem this
past August, in a silent
protest against racial injustice and police brutality. The protest has swept
the entire nation with other professional and collegiate athletes taking the
same stance. The kneeling gesture has also been
met with disapproval, especially from families of
troops.

Basketball player Berto
Dryden (‘19), has been
planning on kneeling
during the anthem since
before basketball season
started.

Downtown Chattanooga
was hazy and smoky as
of Wednesday morning.
Air quality was moderate, according to a weather report from ABC News
Channel 9, but breezes
are expected to continue blowing smoke away
from downtown and to
the southeast. Windy con-

“Rather than putting all
attention on me and distract our main goal as a
team, now we’re all on
the same page. Even for
people who aren’t kneel“I was just going to do ing, we’re all on the same
it,” Dryden said. Before page,” Dryden said.
he put the plan into action; however, Basketball “The basketball team is
Coach Arte Culver asked the most diverse group on
him whether he planned campus,” Portlock said.
on it. The two talked, and “And with that we’re all
decided to tell the team.
standing together. I think
that’s beautiful and that’s
“Thinking about it now what it’s supposed to look
I’m glad we did,” said like - even when we’re in
Dryden.
heaven praising God with
every tribes and nations.”
Three others, Z Arima
(‘17), Will Portlock (‘17), “It’s a way of saying, ‘I am
and Jordan Walker (‘20), not going to kneel, but I’m
decided they will kneel

ditions and low humidity
will increase fire danger in
the area.
Westboro and Trenton Fire
Departments as well as
Georgia Forestry worked
to secure houses along
the ridge in case the fire
traveled in their direction.
Local law enforcement
and Highway Patrol were
also on the scene Saturday
to direct traffic and close
189/Scenic Highway from
Burkhalter Gap South to
the 911/cell tower due to
unsafe conditions created
by the fire. The road was
reopened on Sunday.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

“Now it’s time for America to bind the wounds
of division; we have to
get together,” thundered
Mr. Trump to a cheering
crowd in New York City
early Wednesday morning. “To all Republicans
and Democrats and Independents across this nation, I say it is time for us
to come together as one
united people.”
The Republican candidate sealed the election
with victories in Pennsylvania, Arizona, and
Michigan—none of which
were expected to be swing
states—in the early hours
of Wednesday morning.
Secretary Clinton reportedly called Mr. Trump to
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

still behind you,’” Arima is starting the Mcrae-Zellagreed.
ner project, a program for
African Americans and
Dryden started thinking others who are interestof initiating the protest on ed to fellowship, discuss
campus because of his ex- difficult issues, and serve
periences as a teenage Af- communities surroundrican-American male.
ing Lookout Mountain together.
“I haven’t been the subject
of police brutality, but I’ve
had instances with police “I think at a time like this
officers,” Dryden said. when people are persecut“I’ve been pulled over ed, it’s powerful if black
with my little brother in a people go to other comcar. And it scared him. It’s munities and serve, even
a world I don’t want to live in a predominantly white
in.”
area like Dade County
and Lookout Mountain,”
Now going to school in a Dryden said. The compredominantly white col- munity service he envilege, Dryden believes that sions also involves serving
initiating the protest will police officers whom he
start a conversation and has been in conversations
bring awareness to what’s with.
going on in the world outside of Covenant.
“There’s always two sides
of the story,” Dryden said.
In an effort to put action “I know not every police
behind his words, Dryden
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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FIRST EVER
TOWN HALL
MEETING
by Anne Fuller
Covenant held its first
Town Hall Meeting in
chapel, Monday, Nov. 7.,
opening the floor for students to ask questions addressed by President Halvorson.
In preparation for the
event, Student Senate
collected questions from
the student body prior to
the meeting. Forty-three
questions were submitted
in advance, and roughly
nineteen questions were
asked during the actual
30-minute meeting. Of
those nineteen questions,
some of the raised topics include women and
the Board of Trustees, increasing security on campus, tobacco and the Standards of Conduct, sports
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and the Sabbath, and “nin- trators may be able to anja’s or pineapples.”
swer some questions about
issues within their scope
The town hall meeting be- of responsibility in more
gan as an idea that came detail than I can—such as
from a Covenant cabinet meal plans—and I think
meeting and was picked it’s good and important
up as a collaborative ef- for those conversations
fort of planning between to take place as well, but
the President’s Office and at the same time, as presthe Chapel Department. ident, I want to be intenOnce the two departments tional about engaging didecided on a date, Student rectly with students in a
Senate helped by soliciting variety of ways, whether
questions.
it be in the Great Hall, in
a class, in the gym, or in
Other schools such as chapel. This is one forum
Wheaton already hold fre- for hearing what concerns
quent town hall meetings and ideas students have,
as a venue for students to and I really enjoyed it and
openly ask questions di- appreciated the thoughtrectly to student admin- fulness evident in some of
istration. The idea behind the questions. I hope to do
Covenant’s first Town Hall it again.”
Meeting has a similar purpose.
The Town Hall Meeting
was not the only chance for
“I wanted to have the op- questions to be answered.
portunity to talk directly Conversations can begin
with the student body, and between students and stufor students to be able to dent administration at any
ask me any question they time. Covenant’s adminiswanted,” Halvorson said.
trators welcome meetings
with students to discuss
“Granted, other adminis- questions or concerns,

all students need to do is
reach out to them.
In the case that students
feel they have been aggrieved, grievance forms
are available on Covenant’s website for students (or employees) to
report those situations,
either relating to academic affairs, another student,
an employee, or institutional reasons. Except
for the student grievance
form which has a specific
procedure for reporting
grievances, the appropriate department reviewing
the complaint will then
provide the student with a
response.
However, Dean of Students Brad Voyles says
that for those who are
seeking to better understand a policy or suggest
an idea, like the questions
asked in the meeting, he
does not recommend the
grievance form as an avenue for those concerns. He
and other administrators
who have purview are always available to meet and
converse with students.

ing, Dean Voyles said, “It
seemed to resonate well.”
Several students gave
feedback on the meeting,
including Student Body
President Jonathan Kelly, who said, “I think the
town hall meeting went
very well. It’s such a blessing to have an administration that’s so open to
student’s questions and
concerns so it was great
to get to see that transparency in front of the entire
student body.”
Others also gave feedback
with suggestions of improvement for future town
hall meetings. Senior Class
President Jonah Anderson
(17’) said, “I really like the
idea of the town hall and I
think for its being the first
event it was a good kickstart, but I think it could
have been organized better and I think if Halvorson didn’t do an open mic
I would have appreciated
it a lot more.”
Abby Irwin (18’) suggested a panel of several administrators in addition
to President Halvorson,
while Lydia Berglar (‘18)
said, “I was extremely
pleased they offered us the
chance to have the meeting. However, I was disappointed by some students’
misuse of the opportunity and I think that in the
future more thoughtful
questions will be helpful
for the college community.”

Halvorson also suggested
another way students can
be heard is by talking with
their Student Senators
who represent the student
body. In addition, he says,
“Students are welcome
and encouraged to contact faculty or staff members or administrators
with questions, concerns,
or suggestions,” echoing
Dean Voyles’ invitation.
The first successful Town
Hall Meeting is hopefully
On the overall outcome of not Covenant’s last.
the first town hall meet-

ANTHEM KNEEL

they’re kneeling not to offend the country, but to
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
stand up for more freedom [that troops are fightofficer is brutal. Right ing for]” the student said.
now there is an image put “But most people perceive
on all police officers, and it differently, and for those
there is an image put on who has faced the death of
all of the black communi- a loved one in the military,
ty.”
that’s difficult.”
However, not everyone
agrees with what Dryden
and myriads of other athletes are doing, or not doing, before games. Some
raise the question about
why the protest has to be
during the anthem.

While protest against any
kinds of injustice should
occur, the student argued
that there should be a better way to protest - one
that doesn’t distract from
the real issues.

“If people are just step“If you have family in ping on this bandwagon
the military—it’s diffi- of this new way of showcult not to get angry,” a ing racial sensitivity, then
Covenant senior, also an I think there’s gotta be a
athlete, said. The student better way,” he said.
has family ties to the military. “The heart behind it After making the decision
is great. It’s a noble cause. to kneel during games,
But even if they do it for Portlock talked to famicompletely the right rea- ly members and relatives
sons, I think what needs who are in the military
to be considered is how it’s about his plan. His brothperceived.”
er-in-law in the navy explained to him why it
The student contended seems disrespectful: when
that the protest has dis- a fellow soldier died, a flag
tracted the audience into is put over their casket,
debates about the method making it the last image
instead of bringing atten- one sees before a friend
tion to racial issues.
gets buried.
“I understand now that Portlock said that he un-

derstands where they’re which then presented it
coming from, but explains to Brad Voyles and Sarah
his decision.
Ocando, Dean and Associate Dean of Students
“For me, I respect the respectively. Student detroops and what they do. velopment fully supports
I’m protesting what the the freedom of students to
country is standing for. lead peaceful protests.
All men created equal, all
men are free, but many ac- “We want to figure out
tually aren’t. I just want to how to protect student’s
live by the values of this 1st amendment rights. For
country,” Portlock said. us, it’s more about makAfter several conversa- ing sure students have
tions, his relatives accept the freedom to express
his conviction.
things,” said Sarah Ocando, Associate Dean of Stu“I
understand
where dents.
they’re coming from, but
I don’t think they under- Schools across the counstand where we’re coming try are responding to
from. And that’s ok. I un- these silent protests by
derstand why they don’t keeping athletes in lockunderstand,” Dryden said. er rooms during the na“The best thing to do is to tional anthem at sporttry to help them to under- ing events. In response to
stand [our story]. That’s these reactions, Ocando
why it’s necessary to do it said, “It felt unnecessary
now.”
to us. We trust our students more than that. It’s a
In defense of the protest, good chance for dialogue
some of the proponents across campus, and we’d
said that, for a quiet pro- rather have things out in
test to be effective in gen- the open in that sense.”
erating conversation and
change, it has to cross a While informal converline and appear offensive. sations has happened
around campus, the AthAfter Dryden’s conversa- letics Department and
tion with Coach Culver, the Diversity Program
the case was presented to brought Dr. Carl Ellis,
the athletics department, Associate Pastor for Cul-

tural Apologetics at New
City Fellowship, to give
a background on the issue last Thursday, Nov. 3.
Students, athletes, faculty
and staff joined the talk
and later asked follow-up
questions.
Ocando mentioned that
while she is sure students have been involved
in protests off-campus,
this is the first time in recent history that students
have been involved in an
on-campus protest.
“I’m encouraged by people’s willingness to listen
to each other even when
people aren’t sure what
they think or are confused,” Ocando said.
Dryden himself is surprised by how much support he is getting. And
while the basketball team
did not have the chance to
kneel at their first game
at UTC, they will start
their protest at home next
Thursday against Emory
University.
After all, “[Covenant] is
a bubble, and there is a
need for reconciliation,”
Dryden said.
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KAPIC’S
SABBATICAL

idea of Sabbath, or rest,
but he says in academia
it is “a cessation one kind
of work in order to do another.” Often, professors
take sabbatical in order
by Greer McCollum
to do more research and
I asked Dr. Kapic to use a writing, prepare for a class
six-word story to describe they have never taught,
or get caught up on some
his sabbatical:
of the literature in their
field. This is especially
Writing is
important at a place like
Psychological Warfare,
Covenant that tends to be
Profound Gift.
a teaching-heavy instituWhen I caught up with tion.
him last week, Kapic talked about how much of his This semester, Kapic is
semester thus far has been still working for Covespent on numerous edit- nant; he is just not teaching and writing projects, ing. Given his more flexible sabbatical semester, he
which can be isolating.
has been able to write and
“One of the things that is speak more than normal.
sometimes difficult about He recently got back from
sabbaticals is that you’re an academic conference
with your thoughts, you’re in the Netherlands mewith your ideas, you’re morializing the 400th antrying to make progress, niversary of John Owens’
and so lots of self-doubt birth where he was invitcan come in. So actually, ed to be a plenary speakthere’s a different kind of er. There were academics
exhaustion that can come there from all over the
world: Indonesia, Hungawith it,” Kapic said.
ry, Russia, South Africa,
There is generally a mis- and Poland were but a few
understanding about what of the countries repreexactly a sabbatical is, sented there. Kapic and a
according to Kapic. The Dutch theologian are now
term does come from the working on the possibility

FIRE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Lookout Mountain Hang
Gliding also closed Saturday Nov. 6 on a Do Not Fly
advisory because of helicopters in the area, said a
staffer there. None of their
structures were affected
by the fire and they reopened on Sunday as soon
as conditions were safe.
Safety and Security Coordinator Daniel Dupree
said of Covenant’s safety
that, “The campus would
be promptly notified if
there was a need for information or a level of warning to be issued.”
The Safety and Security
Office notified the student body last week about
the statewide burn ban
and cautioned students to
the seriousness of the susceptible fire conditions.
Dupree reminds Covenant that, “As responsible
community members, we
should police ourselves
and discourage others
from any unwise activity.
Specifically
concerning
campus safety responses,
it is important that students follow directions
provided in the handbooks, campus announcements, and follow the directions given by their
RA and RD.” Dupree also
asked that on-campus students remember to keep
halls clear in the event of
an emergency situation to
prevent a “life-safety issue for both students and
emergency responders.”

tain, GA, affirmed there
is an evacuation plan if
a fire spreads or occurs
close to Covenant’s end
of the mountain. Gann
said threatened residents
would be evacuated from
their homes well before the
fire would get close. When
asked about an emergency notification system,
Gann said, “There is no
city wide official notification system,” but that the
Fire/Police Department of
Lookout Mountain would
go door-to-door to notify
residents.
Peter Codington (‘19)
was watching the sunset
near the hang gliding vista
when the fire reached the
top of the mountain Friday evening. “A group of
about 10 of us were watching the sunset,” said Codington. “As we drove up
we saw billows of smoke
coming up from the west
side of the mountain,
down below. The smoke
was getting bigger and
bigger, so we moved to the
south to watch the sunset
from a better spot. Smoke
got bigger and then the
flames came up not too far
below the road. A few girls
in the group had already
called the cops before we
got there. We passed fire
trucks as they left.”

of a book on Owen’s place
between “Orthodoxy and
Modernity,” the theme of
the conference.
This semester Kapic also
was invited to be part of
a small symposium hosted by an Anglican Cathedral in the US. They invited four Reformed and
four Lutheran theologians
to discuss and debate
the relationship between
“law and Gospel.” Kapic
said it was incredible to
sit around a table for two
and a half days genuinely
learning from each other, but also discovering
real differences between
these two great Reformation traditions. A book
will also be written and
published about the discussion held between the
theologians, highlighting
where the traditions agree
and where they diverge.

which he has been working on for over half a decade. These two will add
to the ten or eleven books
he has already published.

The sabbaticals he has
taken in the past and the
research and writing he
does “pretty profoundly
affects” the way he teachOther than writing chap- es.
ters for each of these publications, Kapic is also fin- “All this stuff totally influishing up a couple of book ences how I think about
projects of his own. One what I’m talking about in
that is coming out in June doctrine. I’ll inevitably
is on suffering, and the bring in stuff I’m working
other one is called Read- on in terms of my lectures
ing Christian Theology in or whatever upper-divithe Protestant Tradition, sion class I’m thinking

ELECTION

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
concede around 2:30 am,
after many news organizations projected that he
would win more than 270
electoral votes. He took
the stage at a convention
center in New York City to
claim the presidency and
thank his supporters.
The president-elect’s victory is a shocking culmination to a brutal campaign that pundits have
called one of the most polarizing in history. There
was a wide range of outcomes to the election, but
a majority of data analysts
and pollsters predicted
that Secretary Clinton
would triumph. Data analysis blog FiveThirtyEight’s
Nate Silver even used one
prediction model on Tuesday morning to conclude
that Secretary Clinton was
a 72% favorite.

Citizens across the nation,
reeling from the shocking news, protested Mr.
Trump’s win. Students
took to the streets as early as Tuesday evening to
protest what they saw as
a win for an anti-Muslim,
anti-minority candidate.
For many college students,
this was their first presThe Lookout Mountain idential election. Some
fire is not out yet. Lo- Covenant students voiced
cal residents are advised delight at the outcome of
to abide by the statewide the election.
burn ban, especially as
conditions worsen with- “I’ve never been prouder
of our country,” said juout the promise of rain.
nior Annie Deluca. “I feel
Contributed reporting by very patriotic right now.”
Zach Jones
Todd Gann, fire & police
Other students felt differchief of Lookout Mounently.

“I reject the idea that we
have allowed some of
the ideas of the Trump
campaign into the White
House,” said sophomore
Anna Katherine Clarke.
“But this is not a defeat.
For the first time, a woman has won the popular
vote in our nation. Our
first Latino senator has
been election, the first
LGBTQ governor has
won, and there are many
other success stories.”
Many of Mr. Trump’s detractors have repudiated
him for the hateful rhetoric that helped him win.

about,” he said.
Kapic has also submitted a
grant request to a national foundation in order to
have a class at Covenant
on “physical suffering and
human flourishing.” If he
receives the grant, he will
be leading a course that
will include guest lectures
from around a dozen other faculty members who
will lecture on the topic
from the perspectives of
their particular academic fields. This class will
only be offered if they received the grant, which
will be announced in the
spring.
Obamacare, build a wall
along America’s southern
border, repair the nation’s
deteriorating infrastructure, and prosecute Secretary Clinton for potentially mishandling classified
information while serving
as Secretary of State.
But there was no talk of
such matters when Mr.
Trump delivered his victory speech, which focused
on uniting the nation and
thanking those who had
played roles in his campaign. In fact, in an interview with Mika Brzezinski and Joe Scarborough
Wednesday morning on
MSNBC, Trump campaign manager Kellyanne
Conway said that she and
Donald Trump had not
even discussed his plan to
appoint a special prosecutor to prosecute Secretary
Clinton.

“Donald Trump tapped
into the anger of a declining middle class that is
sick and tired of establishment economics, establishment politics and the
establishment media,” said
Bernie Sanders in a state- President Barack Obama
ment issued Wednesday.
met with Mr. Trump at the
White House on Thursday
But the president-elect, to welcome him and begin
who once boasted that he a smooth transition procould shoot someone in cess. The gesture was seen
the middle of a crowd- as an olive branch from a
ed street and not lose a President who repeatedly
follower, proved to be a denounced Mr. Trump’s
uniting force for the Re- candidacy and criticized
publican party, which his hateful rhetoric.
maintained control of
both the Senate and the
House of Representatives
in the elections.
Such a sweeping victory sets up the Republican
party to reshape Washington and charges Mr.
Trump with a colossal
mandate when he takes
office on January 20.
He has vowed to repeal

SPORTS

KNEELING
APOLOGETICS

cle away in disgust give me
a moment to explain my
personal convictions that
are operating in my decision to take a knee during
the anthem. My hope is
by Z Arima
not to convince you to
join me down on a knee,
On Tuesday Nov. 15 some instead I want to encourmembers of the Covenant age you to empathize with
College men’s basket- the reasons that make this
ball team will be kneel- a necessary act.
ing during the national
anthem before a game The final line of the Star
against Emory University. Spangled Banner is trouThose who are not kneel- bling for me as a Chrising will, in an act of unity, tian who is committed to
lay hands upon those who the command in Mark 12
are.
to “love your neighbor as
yourself.” The song ends
The issue of kneeling or in a climactic crescendo
standing during the an- that makes my patriotthem is, at this point, ic inner-eagle soar and
old news. Likely you are screech. Cymbals are
annoyed with this con- clanging, and the singer
versation, and there is a is reaching for the highest
real sense of disenchant- notes in their arsenal.
ment with the ideas that
have been thrust into the The words they say; howpublic spotlight by Colin ever, aren’t the reality for
Kaepernick and his acts all of the citizens in this
of protest in the National country. “The land of the
Football League.
free and the home of the
brave,” is an idea that I am
Before you throw this arti- completely behind, I un-
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derstand that concept and
desire it to be lived out
to its full realization. The
question becomes this, is
that the observed reality
in the United States?
This is the heartbreaking
reality, I have black brothers and sisters in Christ
who have been disenfranchised by a system that
was not designed by them,
and therefore not designed for them. They feel
no less that this country is
the, “home of the brave,”
than you do. They suffered nearly two and a half
centuries of slavery and
have fought inequality for
the duration of this country’s existence, you can be
no more brave than that.
They have siblings, parents, and relatives of all
sorts that have gone into
the military to fight for
the liberty that the stars
and stripes stand for.

It is the home of the brave
indeed. But it is a highly
questionable notion that
the “land of the free,” is a I kneel for now, because

DEAR CUBS: AN OPEN LETTTER
FROM A DIE HARD CARDINALS FAN

FACULTY QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“I was so ugly when I was born my mother
put me in the corner and fed me with a
slingshot!”
-Dr. Dennison

by Lydia Berglar

with a stellar season that
just wasn’t quite enough
Dear Cubs, you deserve it. to get to the World Series.
You really do, and no one
can tell you otherwise. Nonetheless, last year preThe 108 year drought is pared you for this year’s
over, and you have final- victory and the taste of
ly been reacquainted with the playoffs left you thirstvictory. St. Louis’ favorite ing for more. This season
jokes are no longer rele- we witnessed the work of
vant. “What did Jesus say Kris Bryant, Anthony Rizto the Cubs the last time zo, and Jake Arrieta finalhe was on Earth?” No lon- ly pay off. Kyle Schwarger can we say, “Don’t do ber and Ben Zobrist also
anything ‘til I get back.” proved their worth, along
“What do you call a Cubs with countless others.
player with a World Series
ring?” The answer is not, Right when America
“A thief,” anymore.
thought Cleveland would
win, you kept playing and
Yes, our hearts may have proved that Cubs players
been hardened against are just as dedicated as
you last October when their eternally loyal fans.
you beat us in the Nation- You never gave up, or
al League Division Series, lost focus when adversiand we may have been ty confronted you. When
unforgiving when you you walked a batter unstole John Lackey and Ja- intentionally, or made
son Heyward from us, but an error in the field, you
those are losses we’re will- kept your heads. The ining to take. Some would
even say that we have an
investment in you, in the
form of one of our old
outfielders and one of our
old pitchers.
Your history is a narrative
of good money and bad
baseball. You settled in for
an extensive reign as the
worst franchise in Major
League Baseball. However, the tale changed slowly
over the years when you
invested in skilled players,
and October of 2015 finally began to showcase the
results of your investment.
You may have kicked my
beloved Cardinals from
their usual place in the
playoffs, but you fell to the
New York Mets in the next
series. You left Chicago

concept that is equally ac- for now I know no better
cessible for all people, re- way to voice my concern
gardless of color.
for this inequality. If there
was a more apparent way
It is for this unfortunate presented to me I would
reality that I am going to be doing it, but do not asbe taking a knee during sume that this is the furthe course of this season. thest extent I am willing to
I will kneel, inheriting the go in order to stand beside
pose of protest that has my brothers and sisters.
been set before me, and I
will do so in hopes of con- My intent is not to oftinuing the dialogue that I fend you. That may be a
have found so beneficial in by-product of my actions
the wake of Kaepernick’s this year, though I hope
actions. I don’t do it out not. I love this country,
of a place that disrespects and have great respect for
this nation’s armed forces, those that have fought in
because I don’t do it out order to give me an opporof a place that is ungrate- tunity to live this blessed
ful for the freedoms I have life. That is precisely why
been afforded. I am kneel- I need to take a knee, in
ing because there is great order to protest the barriinjustice in our country er that has been presented
perpetrated against peo- to African-Americans that
ple that I care about dear- are in pursuit of the liberly. For that I am willing to ties that I take for granted
challenge the status quo as a member of the majorand not accept this racial ity.
divide as a necessary state
of existence. We can do I don’t apologize, but these
better. We all can do bet- are my kneeling apologetter.
ics.

vestment from the franchise, and perseverance
of these players won the
World Series. Luck did not
overcome the curse of the
Cubs, instead, it was purely hard work and dedication.
I grew up in the best baseball town in America. Recently when a professor
asked my class what we
were doing ten years ago,
I immediately thought,
“Watching the Cardinals
win the world series.” My
siblings and I stayed up
past our bedtime to watch
the end of every game. No
one could move my brothers from in front of the
television when the Cardinals were in the World Series, and I expect that no

Little Leaguer or aspiring
softball player in Chicago
budged an inch when the
Cubs played the Indians
this October.

St. Louis loyalty, I rejoiced
with the Cardinals’ least
favorite team. The rejoicing throngs filling Chicago’s streets reminded me
of my own baseball loving
Chicago knows what a town, and I remembered
unifying force a baseball my next door neighbors
team can be, especially in in St. Louis who tirelessly
a baseball loving town. I cheer for their Cubs, year
learned at a young age that after year.
the Cardinals are the most
unifying piece of St. Lou- So here’s to you, the Chiis, and the same could be cago Cubs, and the reignsaid for the Cubs in their ing World Series Champihome of Chicago. The ons. I hope that you will
morning of November 3, forever enjoy America’s
2016 came and I gritted favorite pastime, and play
my teeth while watching the game for the sake of
footage from the night be- the game itself. And yes,
fore.
for now, enjoy the taste of
victory, and we’ll see you
Slowly, I found surprise next Spring out on the difilling my heart. Instead of amond.
pure hate built on years of
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COVENANT ALUMNUS WRITES
MUSIC FOR PRESIDENTIAL
INAUGURATION
by Haley Horton

my friend, Cameron LaBarr, would think of me,”
Wykoff noted, “I’m not
the only composer in the
world who could do this.”

said Wykoff. “There’s not
one particular style. One
of my pieces [for January’s
presidential inauguration]
certainly owes a debt to
American composer AlWykoff ’s first piece will ice Parker”— a woman
be an arrangement of the Wykoff called “the godAppalachian folk song, mother of American cho“Beautiful
Morning,” ral music.”
while the second is an
original piece with lyrics Wykoff ’s original piece
written by the poet Mi- was difficult for even its
chael Dennis Browne.
composer to describe.
When asked to define the
Typically, a composer has sound of his second coma year or longer to com- position, he said with a
pose a new which would laugh, “I couldn’t say. It’s
typically require a year or whatever it is.”
longer to compile a new
composition. Wykoff was The Missouri State Chogiven a month. Despite rale will perform the two
the time crunch, Wykoff 4-minute long pieces, one
is not nervous at all but during the inauguration
simply feels honored to be ceremony and the other,
in his position, saying he at a time that is yet to be
is “thrilled for the oppor- decided.
tunity.”

encourages students to
study great works “but also
try to compose for particular occasions as opposed
to composing merely onto
paper.” Starting with the
occasion in mind gives
the artist “parameters” as
a guide, he says.

and you’re gonna go off
the earth. It could be in
20 years it could be tomorrow, anytime, so am
I—The world is gonna go
on without us.”

winner, novelist
Morrison.

work, and that drive influences the way Christian
In the midst of political composers view their mudivision, a light of encour- sic.
agement has come to shine
over a chaotic election “Traditionally, composseason. Despite our candi- ers, especially in the 20th
date preferences, when the century, are seen as artists
day comes to inaugurate who often think of themthe new President of the selves as prophetic, but I
United States, we can all tend to see the artist more
appreciate the beauty and as a servant,” said Wykoff.
grandeur of the ceremo- “I think that idea comes
ny. That is especially true out of the faith.”
this year, because the music will be written by our After receiving his bachown Covenant alumnus, elor degree in Music and
Dr. John S. Wykoff, Class Philosophy at Covenant
of 2004.
College, Wykoff completed his masters in Music
Right now, Wykoff is Composition at Queens
currently writing an ar- College and his doctorrangement and an original ate study in the same field “Every single one of my To the aspiring composers
composition for the inau- at the City University of pieces is a little different,” here at Covenant, Wykoff
guration on January 20.
New York. For the past six
years, he has worked as
“Covenant taught me to the Assistant Professor of
be a thinking person,” Music Theory and ComWykoff expressed, “to position at Lee Universithink critically, and also ty’s School of Music.
to see everything I do in
light of God’s Kingdom, In the past, the nationaland in that way it was ly and internationally-acgood preparation for all claimed
contemporary
kinds of things but partic- ensembles, the Cygnus
ularly for the way I think Ensemble, Second Inabout my calling as a com- strumental Unit, and the
poser.”
Mivos Quartet have performed Wykoff ’s pieces.
According to the Times
Free Press, it is Wykoff ’s A few weeks ago, Camgoal and great desire that eron LaBarr, the director
his pieces give hope to a of choral studies at Mishurting nation split by a souri State University and
“crazy election.”
former assistant professor of choral music at Lee
The
Christian
faith, University, called Wykoff
Wykoff expressed, influ- to ask him to write the
ences the motivation and music for the inaugurainspiration behind one’s tion. “I was grateful that

BOB DYLAN “SPEECHLESS”
BY NOBEL PRIZE
by Molly Hulsey

the institution in late October. He added that he’d
been left “speechless” by
the October 13 announcement that he had been
awarded the $904,000 accolade for “creating new
poetic expressions within
the great American song
tradition.”

“Advertising signs that
con/You into thinking
you’re the one/That can
do what’s never been done/
That can win what’s never
been won/Meantime life
outside goes on/All around
you” such are the words of
songwriting legend Bob
Dylan’s 1965 protest an- Dylan, notorious for his
them, “It’s Alright Ma (I’m reclusive lifestyle and
Only Bleeding).”
enigmatic antics, has also
created a tradition out of
Fifty years later, at a grit- repelling prying eyes and
ty 75-years old, Dylan has personal questions over
won what no musician’s the years—so the artist’s
ever won—the Nobel silent treatment is nothing
Peace Prize in Literature— new.
and done what’s never
been done: respond to the
Royal Swedish Academy During a famed 1965 inafter two weeks of radio terview with Time Magsilence.
azine, Dylan backed his
interrogator into a corner
“If I accept the prize? Of berating him for taking
course,” Dylan replied to his job seriously when “we
Sara Danius, Permanent all think we know things,
Secretary of the Swedish alright, but we really know
Academy, when he called nothing. You’re gonna die

Tour” since 1988.

Some simply dismiss
Dylan as the anti-social
icon he’s always been.
Others, like
Academy
And throughout the folk- member Per Wastberg,
rock-pop-country-classic- called
him
“impolite
gospel singer-songwriter’s and arrogant.” Howevover 57-year career, Dylan er, Dylan revealed in an
has cycled through more interview with The Telepublic personas than a spy graph—his first since reon the run.
plying to the Academy—
that he had actually been
thrilled by the win.
The musician has scoffed
at reporters who called “Isn’t that something,” he
him a folk singer and a mused, adding that when
poet (he says his style is he first heard the news, it
“mathematical music”), was “amazing, incredible.
proclaimed that he was a Whoever dreams about
“born-again Christian” (to something like that?”
later renounce his faith), Dylan also confirmed that
and scattered classic texts yes, he would attend the
throughout a half-fabri- ceremony “if it’s at all poscated autobiography (crit- sible.”
ics pinion it as plagiarism,
fans praise it as a “Da Like most chapters of
Vinci’s code” of folk tradi- Dylan-lore, the Nobel win
tion)— among other me- is still shrouded in condia-dodging feints. Until troversy. Many writers
the announcement of the feel slighted that Dylan—a
Nobel prize, Dylan had gifted songwriter but a
not spoken with a jour- musician all the same—is
nalist for two years despite the first American to reconsistent
performanc- ceive the Nobel Prize in
es on the “Never Ending Literature since 1993’s

“Write for a particular occasion, like a student recital, church, or coffee shop
band, so that your work
has life waiting for it,” he
said, warning young composers that writing “into
thin air” often leads to “a
kind of mental block.”
And to the general student
body: “Be ready for whatever occasions or opportunities God presents to
you”—for it is these opportunities that can make
the world, even during a
tumultuous presidential
season, a little brighter.

Toni

Fans and literary scholars alike feel that Dylan
is due his reward. They
back their claims with
Danius’s comparisons between Dylan and the classical poets of Greece and
Rome:
“If you look back, far
back, you discover Homer and Sappho, and they
wrote poetic texts that
were meant to be listened
to. They were meant to be
performed. It’s the same
way with Bob Dylan. But
we still read Homer and
Sappho. He can be read
and should be read. He is
a great poet in the grand
English tradition.”
Perhaps Dylan’s initial
ambivalence is just an acknowledgement that this
honor is yet another scenario where—as penned
in “It’s Alright Ma”—
“somebody thinks they
really found you.” But,
when it’s Dylan, who can
tell?
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WALKING
DEAD SEASON
7 REVIEW
by Matthew Gidney
*Spoiler Alert*
On Sunday, October 23,
20.8 million people tuned
in to watch AMC’s Season
7 premiere of The Walking
Dead: ratings that shattered even those of NFL’s
Sunday Night Football
that night. Having left its
audiences hanging in perhaps the most cruel and
terrifying cliffhanger in
TV history, the post-apocalyptic drama returned
with a gruesome, sickening hour long episode that
left viewers, even many
veterans of the already its characters… well, until the kicked off the much
gory show, reeling.
anticipated Season 7, that
The show began chron- is.
icling the adventures of
ex-cop Rick Grimes and The finale of season 6 left
his ever evolving band of all its viewers waiting to
fellow survivors in 2010. see who the new villain,
Audiences were easily Negan, would randomcaptivated and drawn into ly choose to kill off. Afthe struggle of the show’s ter toying with audienccharacters as they strug- es for a few minutes in
gled to navigate the sav- the Season 7 opener, the
age, zombie infested new big reveal finally came,
world, attempting to forge as Abraham, one of the
a new civilization amongst show’s more mildly popthe remnants of the old. ular characters, was beatWith its superb character en to a literal pulp. Then,
development, top notch after a reckless action by
writing, themes of hope, fan favorite Daryl, Negan
charity, and innate human proceeded to brutally exedepravity, the drama con- cute yet another victim by
sistently tugs at the heart- battering his head with a
strings of its viewers—and wire-covered baseball bat:
leaves them bereft when Glenn, one of the original
favorite characters meet band of characters. He
tragic and usually bloody leaves behind a pregnant
wife to whom he chokes
fates.
out one last, pitiful line:
With such an impressive “Maggie, I’ll find you.”
discography under its
belt, it seemed as if the Though things have been
Walking Dead could do bleak before, the main
nothing but keep drawing protagonist, Rick has
its viewers in further and never bowed to anyone.
further into the lives of His fighting spirit has always propelled the group

HIGHLIGHT
ON UP &
COMING
FOREST TALK

through, but in the new
episode, Rick appears
utterly defeated. Every
minute of the entire hour
overflowed with hopelessness, fear, and brutality.
For many viewers, it
pushed their limit. Thousands have expressed that
they intend to quit watching the show, as the internet blew up with people
criticizing the episode for
being over the top.
By killing off Glen in such
a way, the show prompts
viewers to ask “What’s the
point?”
What purpose
was there to years of faithfully following the show
and caring about a character, only to ultimately
see him meaninglessly
slaughtered before the
end? With this episode,
The Walking Dead establishes that no one is safe—
not even the oldest, most
loved characters. It also
seems to be completing a
transition in the show. No
longer is it about people
just trying to survive and
come together amidst a
bunch of zombies, hoping

City,” Birmingham Ala.
played their first rooftop
show at their hometown’s
Southern Kitchen and Bar.

the band’s improv sound
mixing kept things interesting and made up for
the slow start with some
truly passionate stage enThe show started about ergy. Halfway through the
two hours later than set, Forest Talk really hit
scheduled as to ensure the its stride with their song,
arrival of the keyboardist “Sidewalk Sway,” invoking
Mark Nelson. Once the the telling lyric: “I’m goshow actually started, the ing to love you my way.”
band hit the ground runby Autumn King
ning with the catchy pop The last song, the not
On October 22, Forest cut, “Compromise;” the yet recorded “Feeling the
Talk, a new pop-rock band performance was a little Sun”—notably the band’s
straight out of the“Magic rough in the beginning but favorite—was the highlight of the concert. At
this point, the boy’s emotive performance captivated and moved the entire
audience.
After the show, I gave the
band their very first interview. Lead singer Seth
Burgess graced the band
with the name, “Forest
Talk,” as a tribute to a
Family Guy episode where
Stewie goes into the woods

to find a cure and a safe
haven, but features a conflict between factions of
people. Enough time has
gone by for powerful new
world orders to emerge,
and the conflict now revolves around which of
these factions will assert
its dominance over the
others. The new question
is whether “good” people
even belong in this new
world.
Though I understand the
concerns and disillusionment of many fans, I actually see a lot of merit
in the direction the show
seems to be heading with
this new episode and season. Personally, I have
never seen a show that depicts man’s inherent sin
nature more accurately.
In a time where evil, cruel,
animalistic people seem to
roam unchecked through
the world with abandon,
stamping out the innocent
and pure, we, as Christians, are left sometimes
to wonder: what now? Is
there hope for this world?
Is there purpose and rea-

son for the toils of those
who strove for so long to
uphold and establish the
values of the church and
culture? Will everything
just crumble down around
us, leading to an unavoidable downfall?
The Walking Dead resonates with so many people—myself included—for
a reason. Yes, losing Glen
is very, very sad, and the
violence is somewhat excessive at times, but the
show still has so much to
offer. It is intriguing to see
where the show will take
the remaining characters
next and where they will
end up. It makes us think
about our own lives:what
we value most in this
world and why we keep
going. These are questions that people need
to think through and ask
themselves, and though
the show may be grueling,
it is not void of purpose.
As Samwise Gamgee so
beautifully put it in Tolkien’s The Two Towers:
“There’s some good left in
this world, and it’s worth
fighting for.”

with one of his friends
to talk about their feelings in a venerable way.
”Our music is confessional,” said Burgess. “We’re
just speaking from a very
deep place that most people don’t go—to speak on
depression, jealousy, relationships, all of that.”

You can find cuts from
Forest Talk’s inaugural
album, Skeye, and singles “Sleep” and “Holding
Hands” on SoundCloud,
BandCamp, Spotify, and
iTunes.

The band has been together since 2013, when
the members met in their
youth group band. They
have been best friends
since. “I love talking about
these guys. They are my
best friends—I love them,”
said Bassist Tyler Taft.

THE VERDICT

When asked to describe
their sound, Taft said, “I
never really know what
to tell people when they
ask what genre we are. I’m
always like ‘alternative,
indie rock, pop rock,’ but
that doesn’t even tell you
anything!”

NO,

YES,
to Pineapples
to Ninjas

OPINIONS
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TO CLARIFY: I
DON’T SMOKE
by Michael Taft
Nor do I think it’s a good
idea to regulate gluttony
in the Great Hall.
However, I would like to
expand on my question
from Monday’s town hall.
(And I’m hoping to see
another article expanding
on pineapples vs. ninjas.)
Contract’s restriction of
smoking exists under the
pretense that it protects
student health. However,
it goes beyond simply establishing a smoke-free
campus—an idea with
which I have no problems. The smoking poli-

cy is a complete prohibition, reaching beyond the
well-being of the community and into the personal
lives of a student.
Looking at other parts
of contract, this level of
health intervention is unprecedented. With the exception of alcohol—which
is prohibited because of
its on-campus effects even
when consumed off-cam-

pus—the administration
wisely avoids dictating
our every personal health
decision. Students are not
required to be in good
shape. Their diets are not
regulated in the Great
Hall. They’re not even required to maintain good
hygiene! This is because
students are trusted to
maintain their own lives—
and sometimes a little deviation from “good health”
is really needed to maintain your own sanity.

My concern is how the
presence of this prohibition impacts the way students conceive of contract.
If students understand the
reasoning behind rules,
they are more likely to respect and obey the rulebook. However, when
there is an inconsistency
in the logic of that ruleThere is no logical rea- book, it becomes far easier
son that tobacco warrants to disrespect the rulebook
such a deviation from this as a whole and the authorunderstanding between ities that produced it.
the administration and
students. Tobacco, while This effect is most easily
dangerous, can be con- seen in the 1920s, which
sumed in moderation— saw a different kind of
just ask any Covenant prohibition. The US govprofessor in a tweed jack-

INTERACTING WITH THOSE
WHO ARE DIFFERENT
by Louis Metcalfe
A few weeks ago, a mom
driving her children to
school was appalled when
she heard the song “Norf
Norf ” by Vince Staples
come on the radio. She
was so disgusted with the
song being played on the
radio that she uploaded
a webcam video to Facebook of her now viral
rant about the song. “Norf
Norf ” details Staples’ experience growing up in a
dangerous neighborhood
in Long Beach, California.
The song is gritty and true
to reality—talking about
Staples experiences with
drugs, sex and murder
growing up.
The mother takes offense
at many parts of the song
but especially to the line
where Staples raps, “I ain’t
never ran from nothin’
but the police.” Discussing the line, the mother
complains, “Let’s just encourage kids to run from
the police, because that’s
ok, right? We wonder why
this society is so messed
up. Listen to the music.”
One of the main themes
of the song is police violence. That line is Staples explaining how, even
though he is not afraid of
gang violence, he is afraid
of being unjustly shot by
the police. Amongst all of
the racial tensions since
Ferguson, it is incredible
that the woman speaking
in the video is so disconnected from racial strife
that she can’t recognize a
song about it.
A large part of understanding a culture is taking the time to engage in
their art—whether that
be visual art, literature or
music. Engaging in art is
beneficial for the producer because they feel like

et. Therefore, I don’t really raise this issue because
I want to smoke. I raise it
because of a much greater
threat.

community. I have heard
much LGBT music and literature dismissed simply
because the creator was
“living in sin.” This might
be true, but guess what—
many of us have sins that
they are being taken se- we struggle with and are
riously and the consumer unrepentant for.
because they learn someespecially
thing more about the cul- Christians,
ture they are interacting white evangelicals, have
with. Covenant College injured their witness tostudents, who are gener- ward the black and LGBT
through
ally white, middle class communities
Christians, have a culture. both silent and vocal
We glory in our patron judgment of individusaints: Lewis, Tolkien, als made in the image of
Mumford & Sons, and Ben God bearing their souls
through art. Consuming
Rector.
art is a great way to build
It is fine to have our fa- bridges with members of
vorites, and it is fine when communities that are difwe have certain genres or ferent from us.
artists that we dislike. The
problem comes when we
try to turn it into a moralism. The things Christian culture embraces are
mostly free of vulgarity,
darkness, and sex. This is
not the rest of the world’s
experience, or our experience, so why are we
shocked when art has
these qualities?
by Ashlyn Franks
I am especially disturbed
at Christians’ reaction to- Approximately 47 million
wards art created by the Americans earn an annual
black and LGBT commu- income that falls below the
nity. Take rap for example. poverty line. Dwelling at
Rap tends to be marked by fifteen percent of the popumore profanity, violence lation, poverty is much too
and sex. It is easy for us to high in America, but it has
dismiss this music as sin- not gone unnoticed. The
ful—some of it is sinful. government has made mulBut before we make a snap tiple attempts to minimize
judgement about a song, poverty, spending nearly a
let’s think about the back- sixth of its federal spending
ground of the artist we are on anti-poverty programs.
talking about.
It has raised the minimum
wage, provided tax credits,
Others have come from and offered federal housdifferent cultures, have ing, but nothing seems to
experienced life differ- do the trick.
ently and therefore have
different things to say Poverty is still increasing
and different ways to say at nearly two percent each
it. Most of us grew up in year. There are currently
households where swear- thousands of nonprofit oring was taboo. Many peo- ganizations in the United
ple who grew up in differ- States that are directed toent cultures have different wards helping those sufferviews about swearing and ing in poverty.
what is acceptable.
Alas, these nonprofit orgaThe same can be said of nizations and the United
art produced by the LGBT States’ government cannot

BECAUSE
I VOLUN-TOLD
YOU SO

solve the epidemic of poverty alone, which should
serve as a call for action
to Christians and communities nationwide. Just
as Christ provided food
and shelter for the impoverished, we as Christians
should follow in His footsteps and love our communities well.
			
Every day, there are a dozen homeless people waving signs on the side of
any given street, but how
often do you think to help
them? Most often, you
attempt to avoid eye contact and continue on your
way, because you know
that hundreds of cars will
pass. Surely one will lend
a hand. So, you go about
your day without a worry,
because it’s not your fault
they are in that situation.
But what would you do
if you knew one of these
people? Most likely, you
would instantly offer any
help to get them back on
their way. You know that
for them, their risk will be
greatly increased on the
streets. You would show
much more compassion
for them, because you
wouldn’t want them on
the streets. Yet you assume
that the stranger is going to be taken care of by
someone else. Since Christians have been called to a
life of service, we need to
be the “someone else” that
reaches out and helps the
poor.
			
As Christians, it should
be our joy to serve our
community. In downtown
Chattanooga alone, hundreds of homeless people
are sitting on a curb or
waving a sign, pleading
for attention. They are
desolate, hungry, and need
help. Here, the Church of
Christ can easily step up
and be the hands and feet
of Jesus to these people.
There is not a specific
day that Covenant College
should reach out; there
is not a specific moment
that we should gather and

ernment’s asinine ban on
alcohol caused most citizens to lose respect for the
government, resulting in a
renown era of lawlessness
and crime.
Tobacco may currently be
a non-issue to Covenant’s
board and administration,
but its prohibition is an
overstep that cheapens the
value of authority and undermines the relationship
between students and administration. So while our
campus tours may imply
that the tunnels of Carter
Hall served as heroic refuge from an overbearing
government, we’d be wise
to remember how the logic of a rule (or lack thereof ) can change our entire
community.

love on our city. Rather,
don’t wait for anyone else,
but go out and find a way
to become involved. By
donating food, services,
or money to a non-profit
organization, you can alleviate the effects of poverty
in your community.
Currently, Covenant is
partnering with Cans
Across the Conference to
share food with others;
perhaps you can donate a
few cans. The opportunities are endless, and it is
well time for Christians
to come alongside the
Church, government, and
non-profit organizations
and share God’s love within our cities.
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CONSIDER
READING
A NOVEL
by Will Friesen
I learned to competently
read when I was five years
old, and I was immediately drawn to novels. Inspired by my older brother, I warmed up with a few
Hardy Boys and by second
grade I could proudly declare I had read every Series of Unfortunate Events
then published. They were
terrifying and grotesque
and made me feel I was
shedding my childhood
innocence for a more accurate perspective on
the big, bad world. And I
loved discovering words
and ideas I didn’t even
know existed, like “penultimate.” We should all use
the word “penultimate”
more often.

08
or two (find me on Goodreads), and it’s honestly
one of the biggest benefactors in my pursuit of education here at Covenant.
Anyway, I’d like to address
you as a college student
hoping you will consider
reading novels.
One hurdle that stops
people from picking up
a novel is all the other required reading that
comes with being a student. At any given time,
there are always three or
four essays and chapters
that we should read, and
if you’re anything like me,
everything started falling
through the cracks right
around fall break.

for making it to the end
of an incredibly dense
Rudolf Arnheim essay bemoaning the bastardization of cinema through
the arrival of sound with
something I’m actually excited to read. (To my Mom
and Dr. Foreman: I’m sorry, I love and respect each
of you tremendously.)

Another hindrance for
potential Scots readers
comes up in conversation
all the time: a simple lack
of time. A friend will see
me reading and exclaim,
“Oh man wow, I really
wish I had time to read a
novel. I love reading”. And
I understand this response
because of course, every
single person on this camBut the thing is, reading pus is always busy, virtualnovels you enjoy will make ly all the time.
all that required reading
way easier.
But when said friend
moves the conversation on
I wouldn’t get nearly as towards binging Stranger
much class reading done Things and Grey’s Anatif I wasn’t also balancing omy back-to-back, I usuthat with books I find hi- ally titter pretentiously
larious and engaging and before reining it in. We’re
challenging. At the risk of all busy. I’m taking sixteen
Here at Covenant, I read sounding like my Mom, I credits plus work-study
about a book every week can give myself a TREAT and clubs and friendships

BE GENTLE
by Jon-Michael Shelley
This week was a tough
one. I had a couple of
tests and papers that had
snuck up on me and there
was an embarrassingly little amount of sleep had
over the course of the
week. These weeks happen semi-frequently in
the college experience.
However, needless to say, I
was a bit irritable on more
than one occasion during
this particularly stressful
time.
But, through this week, I
started noticing how my
bout of irritability affected others, when I would
give slack to my friends
and peers and respond a
bit too curtly to others’
thoughts and feelings. I

would respond without
gratitude for kind gestures
and I would neglect the
lives of those surrounding
me. Is this how I can best
represent Christ? Doubtful.

about small things and become less intentional with
my friendships with them.
They were the ones who
got my purest aggression
and irritability. I suppose I
figured, “Well, these people aren’t going anywhere.
If these are permanent
friends, then they might
as well get the whole picture!” This is the situation
I would like to zero in on.
Parks and Recreation’s
April Ludgate, the queen
of passive-aggression, says
to her friend Ann, “My
instinct is to be mean to
you.” I thought it fitting.

I’m grateful for those who
are understanding of me
when I’m not feeling my
best. However, what many
of us forget is that we’re
still liable for our actions,
even when we aren’t in
the best of moods. Often
times during these periods the people who get the
worst of us is our closest
friends: the people who
deserve the absolute best
love we can muster.
In Galatians, along with all
the other fruits of the spirMy closest friends were the it, there is one fruit that is
ones who got the harshest often read over without
effects of my bad mood. I consideration: gentleness.
would become passive-ag- What is gentleness? Paul
gressive
towards
my says to Timothy to be “not
roommate and hallmates violent, but gentle, not

and of course, weekly hik- book because, after a few
ing requirements.
hours of reading, the finish line is in sight and you
Occasionally I hit a heavy can take her home. There’s
week, and I can set my own no sense of dread and
reading aside. No stress. commitment that comes
If reading on your own with opening a massive
is something you’re real- tome.
ly interested in, you can
probably make the time.
With the exception of that If the idea of adding an
one friend who’s now pay- extra commitment to
ing the price for a dou- your life isn’t appealing,
ble major, most of us can I completely understand.
carve out some free time There’s nothing wrong
to read whatever we’d like. with catching your breath
It could be before bed, or and watching a little TV,
in those awkward chunks and I would totally watch
of free time throughout Stranger Things except I
the day, or even in the got hyped on Atlanta. And
class that you’re guaran- if you’re not sure what exteed to fall asleep in if you actly to read, please come
don’t preoccupy yourself. talk to me. I’ll probably
And it doesn’t have to take squeal with delight and
that much time at all.
start flinging suggestions
at you, and you’re free to
Enter the novella: a few borrow a book. Just know
weeks ago I discovered I’ll break your kneecaps if
how incredibly enjoyable you don’t return it.
and palatable a one or
two hundred page book
can be, and since then I’ve Speaking of debts: Nate
read four. Some of the best Plating, you’ve owed me
stories ever written have $4 since O-Week and this
been novellas, and read- is your final warning.
ing them is so less arduous than reading a heavier
quarrelsome” to the people who are in his care.
Are our close friends not
in our care? Has the Lord
not placed them with us
intentionally? How can we
become more gentle?
Gentleness is essentially
the opposite of harshness
or carelessness. When I
am passive-aggressive to
my roommate, I’m not being gentle, I’m being the
opposite: aggressive (albeit in a passive manner,
which is, truly, no less aggressive). Scripture calls
us to speak gently, like in
Proverbs 15, where it says,
“A gentle answer turns
away wrath, but a harsh
word stirs up anger.” And
also in Ephesians 4, where
it says, “Be completely humble and gentle; be
patient, bearing with one
another in love.” Gentleness is clearly important

enough to integrate in
our daily interactions. I
believe that should start
with our closest friends
and family.
For many of us, we can
gather enough gentleness
care for more distant acquaintances, even when
we don’t feel like it. But
why do our closest friends
get our abuse? Do they not
also need a gentle soul to
care for them like our acquaintances?
We forget that we need
to be intentionally loving and gentle to everyone, especially our closest friends. Like April,
we might start to develop
habits of lashing out at
loved ones, even when we
don’t realize it. It becomes
our instinct to become
careless and flippant with
our close friends, just because they’re close to us.
We forget to be gentle to
those we love merely because they have a more
permanent bond with us,
because they aren’t going
anywhere. However, we
cannot become careless,
or else we strain our relationships with those we
love most.
I propose that we should
love our friends more intentionally when we’re
stressed and tired. We
should remember to be
gentle with them because
the Father has put them
in our care. We should
remember to speak and
act gently towards them
because that’s what Jesus
wants for us. And with the
Spirit’s guidance, we can
have gentler spirits that
produce joy-filled relationships.

